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Abstract 
Tonks, A.P., Cubical groups which are Kan, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 81 (1992) 
83-87. 
The category of cubical sets with connections of Brown and Higgins is introduced as a possible 
alternative to simplicial complexes for carrying out a programme of combinatorial homotopy 
theory. This paper proves a result crucial to the development of this theory. that group objects 
in the category of cubical sets with connections have the property of being Kan. 
Introduction 
One of the aims of this paper is to give additional support for the philosophy 
that homotopy theory can be modelled at least as well in a cubical framework as it 
can simplicially. Certainly cubical objects are better than simplicial objects for 
describing compositions, subdivisions, homotopies and higher homotopies. 
The relation of cubical sets to homotopy theory was first investigated by Kan in 
[7,8], where an extension condition is introduced on the elements of a complex. 
A notion of homotopy is defined on maps, and is shown to be a transitive relation 
on maps to a Km cubical complex, that is, a complex in which all elements satisfy 
the extension condition. Also a cubical singular functor is defined from topo- 
logical spaces to cubical sets. In [9, lo] however he translates this work, continu- 
ing it in the today more mainstream setting of simplicial sets. One of the results 
stated in [lo] is that of Moore [ 111, which says that simplicial groups are 
automatically Kan. It is this last result which is central to much of the use of 
simplicial groups. 
The usual degeneracies E; of the cube do not suffice to make a cubical group 
Kan. We consider extra degeneracies < termed connections which have been 
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shown to have considerable application to homotopy theory in the work of Brown 
and Higgins [l-3]. Geometrically, given an element f,, : [0, I]"-+ X of the cubical 
singular complex of X, c:f,, is given by 
(t,,tz. . . . . tn+,)~fi,(f,,~2,...,fr-,,max(~,,ti+l),~,+~,...,~n+,). 
Other work in the area of cubical homotopy theory includes that of Golasinski 
[5,6] who uses cubical sets to define homotopy theory in the category of small 
categories. 
1. Definitions and notation 
Definition 1.1 [‘7]. A cubical set K is a family of sets (K,,: n 2 0), togethef; with 
face maps a,-,at : K,,- K,,_, (1 5 is n) and degeneracy maps K,, ~, -f+ K,? 
(1 5 i 5 n) satisfying the usual cubical relations: 
aya; = a;_,a:l fori<j, a,b~{+,-}, 
&,&, = &j+, “; forisj, 
for i<j, 
for i =j, 
fori>j. 
Definition 1.2 [l]. A cubical set K is said to have connections if there are given 
extra degeneracy maps c : K,, --$ K,,+, (15 i 5 n) which for a E { -, +} satisfy: 
r]r; = ly+,r, forisj, 
E,+,< fori<j, 
q;“, = s’ 
I 
fori=j, 
&I fori>j, 
c_,dr fori<j, 
a:‘r; = ;$! 
I 
fori=j,j+l, a=-, 
l$Jt_ l 
fori=j,j+l, a=+, 
fori>j+l. 
Definition 1.3. A map K--$ L between cubical sets with connections is given by 
a family of functions (K,, -5 L,,: n 2 0) which commute with the face maps, the 
degeneracy maps and the connections. 
Thus we obtain a category %‘u6 of cubical sets with connections and the maps 
between them. 
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Definition 1.4. A cubical group with connections G is a cubical set with con- 
nections together with a group structure on each G, such that the maps a:, zzi and 
c are group hymomorphisms. 
A map G --+ H between cubical groups with connections is given by a map 
between the underlying cubical sets with connections such that eachf, is a group 
homomorphism. 
Thus we obtain a category %W$v of cubical groups with connections and the 
maps between them. 
Definition 1.5. Let n z 1. An n-box in a cubical group with connections G is a 
collection of 2n - 1 elements gf E G,-,, where 15 j % n, b E {-, +}, but 
(j, b) # (i, a) say, which satisfy 
for j< k, 
for j 2 k , 
where these conditions make sense. 
A filler for such a box is an element g E G,, such that afg = gy for ( j, b) # 
(i, a). 
Definition 1.6. A cubical group with connections G is termed Kan iff every box in 
G has a filler. 
Note that Definitions 1.5 and 1.6 could similarly be formulated in a cubical set, 
or in a cubical set with connections. 
Definition 1.7. For G a cubical group with connections and n 2 1 define D,, to be 
that subgroup of G,, generated by the qg and cg for all g E G,_, . 
2. All cubical groups with connections are Kan 
Theorem 2.1. Given an n-box in a cubical group with connections G we can find a 
canonical filler for the box in D,,. 
Proof. Suppose 15 i I n and a E { -, +} and that (gy: ( j, b) # (i, a)) is an n-box 
in G. 
For 1% j 5 n, define 7~( j) and r’(j) by 
i-j+1 forjsi, 
r(i)= j 
1 
i-j+1 forjsi, 
for j> i . n’(i) = j _ 1 1 for j> i. 
Ki 
Consider functions G, --+ G, defined by K,g = Eial”g and for 2 5 j 5 n by 
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Similarly, define a sequence of elements k,, . . , k, of G,, by k, = e,g,I’ and for 
25j5n by 
We need to show that df K,, = dt for ( j, b) # (i, a), and then g = k,, will be a filler 
for our box. 
Clearly we have dleRK, = d,“, and d;K, = df implies dfK,+, = 61:. Thus it is 
sufficient to prove that a:, K, = “5, for 2 5 j 5 n. We divide the proof into three 
parts. 
(i) From (l), we have K, F,, = E=,. We will need also that K,E~ = F;. But if 
i 2 2, T’.2aj2E, and E~~~Z~E, are equal to E,E~~~:~, and E; commutes with rV8,at, 
and E,,,“:, for 3 5 j 9 i. In this way Ki&, = F, follows from K, E, = F, using (1) and 
induction. 
(ii) For 2 lj 5 i, K,_, is formed from at, ek, c. for k > vj only, and so 
writing L,-, for the function G, ~, + G,_ 1 formed in the same way as Kjm, except 
that each subscript k is replaced by k - 1, we have azjK,_, = L,_,dz,. For 
i+lsjin, K,_, is formed from &,,a:, r,_,dc for p,q < j only, so writing Ljm ,
for K,-, regarded as a function G,,_, + G,,_, , we again have dz,K,_, = L,-,~I,‘~. 
(iii) Applying a,, to (1) and using (ii) and the fact that a,,r,., = i)“,~,, = id, we 
get d,K, = d;, for 2 5 j cr II. Also, we may write azjrr,, as ~Z,E,(,_,,, or as dzlei if 
j= i + 1. Thus using (i) and (ii) we get dl,K,m,r,, = d~,lTT8, as well as 
a~,K,p,eT,a~j = az,Kjm,, and applying a:, to (1) gives us dz,K, = a:, for 2ajz 
II. rl 
Some other technical results of simplicial homotopy theory may now be 
translated almost word for word. As an easy example, we show that any 
surjection of cubical groups with connections is a Kan fibration (cf. [4, Lemma 
3.21). 
Corollary 2.2. Suppose G-+ ’ H is an epimorphism of cubical groups with 
connections. Then for any box ( g:: ( j, b) # (i, a)) in G, and any filler h E H,, for 
the image box (fgf : ( j, b) # (i, a)) in H,, there exists an element g E G,, which fills 
the box (g:) such that fg = h. 
Proof. Since f,, is a surjection, choose g’ E f -‘h. As in the theorem, construct 
k,, E G,, filling the box (gt - afg’) in G,, . Now fg: - f a;g’ = 0 for ( j, b) f (i, a) 
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so by the construction of k,, fk, = 0. Thus the element g = k,, + g’ E G, fills the 
box (gt) and satisfies fg = h. Cl 
Remark. Since the formula defining k, is, when expanded, a sequence of terms 
alternating in sign, the same proofs hold in the category of cubical groupoids with 
connections. These are cubical sets G such that each G, has the structure of a 
groupoid (a small category with every morphism invertible) over the same object 
set Obj(G) such that the ai, cir c are groupoid homomorphisms (functors) which 
are constant on Obj(G). Morphisms are cubical maps which are groupoid 
homomorphisms at each level. The philosophy here is not to do anything only in 
the pointed case if it can be done just as easily for the more general non-pointed 
case. 
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